UK DEFENCE
Death by a
thousand cuts
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RIOR to the 2014 independence referendum, the UK
Government issued its paper ‘Scotland Analysis:
Defence’, in which it sought to show the defence and security
benefits to Scotland of staying in the Union. The paper
highlighted the claimed benefits of security and protection
through integrated defence; security and influence through
international alliances and relationships; and opportunities
for industry through a single domestic market. The
assumptions in the paper were that an independent Scotland
would be isolated and unable to join NATO, and its defence
industries would be without work.
The paper implied that an independent Scotland would
not be able to defend itself nor play any meaningful part in
the defence of the British Isles. Furthermore, there were
veiled threats that the remaining UK (rUK) could veto any
applications by Scotland to join NATO and the EU. Scotland
would thus have been the first country or colony to leave
the former British Empire and be cast out completely. This
despite Scotland having stood shoulder to shoulder with the
Empire and UK through countless conflicts and wars for more
than 300 years and would likely stand with them again in
causes that were just and legal.
This article considers the current state of the UK’s defences
and asks whether they live up to the claims made in the UK
Government’s ‘Scotland Analysis: Defence’ as part of its ‘No’
campaign ahead of the 2014 independence referendum.
It would be fair to say that the UK’s defences have not been
created to any structured plan. Instead, they have evolved
over hundreds of years, with procurement plans often dictated more by the availability of funds, rather than the perceived

threat and military need. This was an
adequate strategy whilst the UK maintained large forces. Then the Soviet
Union imploded and the major threat of
the Cold War ended. By early in the 21st
century, NATO, Russia and the former
Warsaw Pact countries were enjoying
the so-called ‘peace dividend’ and most
countries cut back their conventional
defence capabilities in response.
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The financial crash in 2008 accelerated
the UK Government’s imperative to
cut back defence spending and the
subsequent 2010 Strategic Defence
Review slashed capabilities previously
considered to be essential. The UK, a
maritime nation, decided it could do
without its Nimrod maritime patrol
aircraft (MPA) fleet and disbanded it.
The sale of the Harrier force left the
RN’s Invincible Class carriers without
the fixed wing aircraft which had played
such a pivotal role in protecting the
task force during the Falklands War. The
same was happening across NATO as
a result of the ‘peace dividend’. The US
withdrew most of its forces back to the
USA from their bases in Europe, whilst
most European countries and Russia
were significantly cutting back on
conventional defence spending too.

However, by late 2013, when
Westminster’s ‘Scotland Analysis:
Defence’ paper was published in
support of the ‘No’ campaign, NATO was
already faced with a resurgent Russia
that had started flexing its muscles to
counter a perceived threat as former
eastern European members of the
Warsaw Pact started to join NATO.
When Russian submarines were
detected entering the UK’s area of
responsibility, the UK was faced with
the embarrassing situation where
it had no maritime patrol aircraft to
track them. Where once the UK had
4 squadrons of Nimrods to look after
its own back yard, aircraft from other
NATO countries had to step in. When
a Russian naval task force led by the
Admiral Kuznetsov aircraft carrier was
reported to be approaching the Moray

Firth in December 2013, there was no suitable RN warship in
Scottish waters to intercept and shadow it. It took 24 hours
for the Fleet Ready Escort, a Type 45 destroyer, to transit from
Portsmouth to Scottish waters. Reportedly the Russian task
force was only about 30 miles from the Scottish coast when
the RN warship arrived on the scene.
From 2012, Russian warships have been armed with the
Kalibr cruise missile that can attack land targets, as has
been demonstrated many times during the Syrian conflict.
Unchallenged as it was prior to entering the Moray Firth, the
Russian task force could have devastated targets anywhere
in Scotland and much of northern England long before the
Fleet Ready Escort arrived on the scene. That speaks volumes
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our new maritime patrol aircraft won’t
arrive until 2019, leaving us highly
vulnerable to surprise attacks from the
sea till then.

Meanwhile, Russian probing of UK air defences by long range
Bear and Blackjack aircraft was more difficult to detect.
This was thanks predominantly to the blind spot caused
when the long-range, air-defence radar site at Saxa Vord in
the Shetlands was abandoned to save money. The ultimate
embarrassment occurred in early 2015, when two Russian
Bear bombers popped up in the south-west approaches
near Cornwall. They had transited undetected down the
west coast of Scotland and Ireland, something that would
have been unthinkable during the Cold War. In wartime,
those same bombers could each have been armed with up
to 16 air-launched cruise missiles. With adequate defences,
the UK should have detected the aircraft approaching Saxa
Vord and escorted them away from entering UK airspace by
fighters scrambled in good time. David Cameron, the Prime
Minister, flippantly remarked that the Russian action should
not be dignified with ‘too much of a response’. This showed
either a complete lack of understanding of the relevance of
the incident or an attempt to gloss over a very serious threat
to the UK that highlighted how wide open its weakened air
defences were.
The significance of these incidents to Scotland should be
that on too many occasions the UK has failed to defend
us. Furthermore, since those incidents occurred, the gaps
in the UK’s defences have not been adequately addressed,
presumably due to lack of funds. Admittedly, the UK has
AWACS early warning aircraft but were they patrolling in early
2015 and are they really covering the entirety of UK airspace
24/7? The answer to these questions is most likely ‘no’ and

Unlike just about every other country
in NATO, the UK has no medium or
long-range surface-to-air missiles,
relying instead on 5 squadrons of
Typhoon fighters. By all accounts,
the Typhoon is an excellent aircraft
and no doubt is crewed by some of
the best fighter pilots in the world.
However, given the extensive area of
UK airspace, and the fact that not all
the Typhoons can be airborne at the
same time, in reality, those 5 squadrons
can’t adequately protect the whole
of the UK. Their 2 bases are located
to face a frontal assault by Russian
aircraft but what about the pop-up
threats to the west and south-west, and
submarine-launched Kalibr missiles
from any direction? Without groundbased missiles to cover gaps, it leaves
an attacker with too many options for
success.
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So what does the future hold? At the
time of writing, the findings of the
second strategic defence review in 2
years have been delayed. The fact we
need another review so soon after the

previous one speaks volumes about
the UK’s chaotic approach to defence.
Additionally, having suffered so many
defence cuts, temporary sticking
plasters are no longer adequate to
answer the capability problems.

Continuously improving anti-ship ballistic and supersonic
cruise missiles are forcing carriers to operate further back
from any future battles. As a consequence, the US Navy has
issued an urgent requirement to deploy unmanned tanker
drones to support their carrier aircraft. Without a catapult
option, the UK’s carriers will not be able to operate such
tanker drones. Consequently, the carriers will either have
to be sent further into harm’s way so their aircraft can reach
their targets, or they’ll rely on land-based tankers. Presumably
some form of buddy-buddy refuelling will be used, whereby
some of the F-35s would act as in-flight tankers, but inevitably
that will reduce the size of the available attacking force.

The UK finally faced up to the need for
maritime patrol aircraft and other core
conventional defence capabilities and
committed to buying them in 2015. The
problem is that the bulk of those orders
were in US Dollars. Brexit has caused
Sterling’s value to slide by about 20%,
even though the actual withdrawal from
the EU hasn’t happened yet. Despite
ex-Minister Fallon’s assurance that
currency variations are catered for in
contracts, they would not have foreseen
a variation to that level and the pound is
yet to reach the bottom.

Then there’s the issue of escorting the carriers with fewer
frigates and destroyers than the Navy expected to have when
the carriers were ordered. The few the UK has will inevitably
be prioritised to protect the carriers. Of course, with the UK’s
global ambition, its carriers will not be defending the UK but
projecting influence elsewhere so the Navy’s few ships will
not be protecting the UK, and therefore Scotland’s, home
waters and exclusive economic zone (EEZ).

Meanwhile, the planned Trident
replacement continues with many long
lead items already ordered, many in US
Dollars. With that project ring-fenced,
it will suck more money away from
the UK’s conventional forces and their
downward spiral will continue.
What of the positives? The first new
aircraft carrier has been delivered
and commissioned, and the second
will follow next year. However, there’s
an awkward question to answer first:
‘Where are its aircraft?’ The UK’s
American-bought F-35s are destined
to reach the carriers in about 2 years’
time, though we’ll see a few operating
to the carriers on trials before that and
in high-profile, media opportunities. In
the meantime, there are rumours that
US Marine Corps F-35s could provide a
stopgap, or maybe they could lend us
some of their Harriers? The UK decision
not to fit catapults to the carriers
severely limits the options so we are
stuck with waiting for the F35.

On the land front, the Army is already operating at least 2,000
below the UK Government’s current guaranteed minimum
manning at a time when recruitment and retention are
causing concern. No doubt the defence review will cut the
size of the Army so the UK can say it is meeting its personnel
target or some other smoke and mirrors ruse.
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It is a fallacy to say Scotland is safer as part of the UK. UK
Forces have been cut year on year with no proper longterm strategy. Although there is some good technology
and excellent service men and women to operate it, there
isn’t enough to meet the UK’s global ambitions whilst also
defending the whole of the UK. Furthermore, the impact
of Brexit and the Trident replacement are the elephants in
the room that will suck more money away from front line
conventional operations to compensate should the pound
continue to slide. This will lead to more cuts, which will
continue so long as the UK defence budget is at the mercy
of the financial markets and currency issues. Ultimately,
the claims from the UK Government that defence would be
better left in the UK’s hands have not been proven when they
were put to the test.
A future article will explore a better way for defence of an
independent Scotland that ironically, if implemented, would
also help the remaining UK.

